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elite compact trunking
introduction

Marco’s new ELITE Compact uPVC data Trunking system offers an 

innovative design solution for the growing data cabling market.  At 145mm 

x 50mm, the symmetrical curved design allows for a large number of 

cables to be housed in installations where space is restricted, including 

CAT5E, CAT6, Shielded, CAT7 and the new CAT6A 10 gig solution.

The high impact resistant uPVC, means the Trunking systems are both 

sturdy and robust and able to accommodate a greater number of 

cables. They are produced from the highest quality uPVC, providing an 

aesthetically pleasing pure white finish.

To allow for a quick and simple installation, the Compact base and internal 

walls are pre-punched to allow for cables to be fed into position with ease. 

The Trunking is available with a full range of fittings and accessories, 

including moulded flat angles and tees, along with the newly designed two-

piece adjustable bends to accommodate installations where 90 degree 

corners are unobtainable. ‘Screw fit’ fittings are available on request.

The system has been designed to accommodate the new open socket 

mounting frames.  This utilises the full 50mm depth and allows for the use 

of deeper RJ45 Modules.

An optional pre-punched steel screen divider is available. This spans the 

width of the Trunking and meets the requirements for power and data 

separation (BSEN50174-2).available in white, light grey and  
charcoal finishes

supplied with a protective film

ELITE Compact meets and exceeds the requirements for (BS6701), BS4678 Pt4, BS7671,  

ISO/IEC11801 (ED2.0 Amd 2) and Cenelec (BSEN50173 Part 1 / 2, BSEN50174-2) standards.

Please contact our Sales Team for further information on the range
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elite compact trunking
case study

the dorchester 
Under a joint initiative with Electrical Times magazine, Marco was keen to 

highlight the virtues of its ELITE uPVC Compact Trunking product and 

invited contractors Electrical Management Services to test it out on-site.

Having never previously worked with the Marco product, the ‘test’ was 

managed by Electrical Times who liaised with Marco and the contractor 

throughout.

Electrical Management Services chose to utilise the Marco product at their 

latest project at the Dorchester hotel in London where they were installing 

a Trunking system in the IT, phone and control room. Finding a product that 

would complement the hotels décor was a key objective.

EMS Supervisor Barry Jenkins explains: “We’d been commissioned to 

review Marco’s ELITE Compact Trunking so we asked if we could try it out 

at this particular venue. 

The Trunking is made from a very fine quality uPVC which gives it a high 

gloss uPVC finish. Very bright, very clean. The manufacturer has also 

rejected the boxy design common to most Trunking solutions in favour 

of something so curved it’s almost aerodynamic; the sweeping profile is 

more Ferrari than transit van. And finally, two piece adjustable internal 

and external covers disguise walls that don’t always connect at a true 90 

degrees. In a nutshell, it looks great and the client thought so too”.

So how did the ELITE perform from a practical point of view?

Barry continued... “As with all Marco products, the ELITE was readily 

available and swiftly delivered, enabling us to green light the project 

without any delay. Our experienced electricians inspected it upon arrival 

and declared it thoroughly robust”.

time is money
One of the most time consuming aspects of most extensive Trunking 

projects is the drilling at the back of the dado to carry out the fixings. For 

the ELITE, Marco has introduced pre punched knockouts. These occur 

every 200mm and are elongated, making it quick and easy to 

line up the dado with the wall plugs. That’s a big time saver and 

reduces the number of hours spent on-site. 

The ELITE also has dividers incorporated into the design, so no 

extra purchases required and no time wasted putting everything 

together.

results
The hotel’s data contractor was delighted to discover that the 

ELITE, despite being a compact Trunking system, could house 

more cables than initially anticipated in the curved section. He also 

found it extremely easy to work with.

Another fundamental measure of the product’s effectiveness is its 

longevity, a decisive factor is its ability to be adapted.

the verdict
Quick to install, tough as old boots (but as pristine as leather) and 

as future proof as anything on the electrical contracting industry 

can declare itself, Marco’s ELITE Compact Trunking System met 

with the full approval of the Dorchester. Yes, the Dorchester, high 

praise indeed!
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elite compact trunking
key features

 145mm x 50mm profile

 Aesthetically pleasing curved design

 Manufactured from high impact resistant uPVC compound

 Suitable for Dado or Skirting mounting either vertically or horizontally

 Pre-punched base

 Large pre-punched knockouts located on both internal walls

 Full range of fittings and accessories

  Attractive two piece adjustable Internal and External covers to 

accommodate walls that do not have a true 90 degree

  Internal and External Angles maintain necessary bend radius to comply 

with British, European and International standards, including CAT5E, 

CAT6, Shielded, CAT7 and the new CAT6A 10 gig solution

  Moulded Flat Tee and Flat Angle with data guide to maintain 

necessary bend radius and cable segregation

  Moulded Flat Tee and Flat Angle overlap Trunking to prevent need of 

additional Joint Covers

 Screw fit fittings available (optional)

 1 and 2 Gang open sided frames 

 Pre-punched Steel Screen Divider (BSEN50174-2)

 DDA Compliancy obtainable

 ROHS Compliant

 ELITE Compact Hygieia Range available – antimicrobial protection

 Available as pre-assembled units
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elite compact trunking
technical information

DATA CABLE
DIAMETER (mm)

NOMINAL
CSA (mm2)

COMPARTMENT A
1040mm2

COMPARTMENT B
COMPARTMENT C

1040mm2

3590mm2 3590mm2

and 25mm BOX
3590mm2

and 35mm BOX

45% Fill (468mm2) 45% Fill (1615mm2) 45% Fill (813mm2) 45% Fill (488mm2) 45% Fill (468mm2)

5 19.6 24 82 41 24 24

5.5 23.8 20 67 34 20 20

6 28.3 17 57 28 17 17

6.5 33.2 14 48 24 14 14

7 38.5 12 41 21 12 12

8 50.3 9 32 16 9 9

9 63.6 7 25 12 7 7

10 78.5 6 20 10 6 6

POWER CABLE
CONDUCTOR CSA 

(mm2)

CABLE
FACTOR

COMPARTMENT A
1040mm2

COMPARTMENT B
COMPARTMENT C

1040mm2

3590mm2 3590mm2

and 25mm BOX
3590mm2

and 35mm BOX

45% Fill (468mm2) 45% Fill (1615mm2) 45% Fill (813mm2) 45% Fill (488mm2) 45% Fill (468mm2)

1.5 8.6 53 187 98 61 53

2.5 12.6 36 126 67 41 36

4 16.6 27 97 51 31 27

6 21.2 21 76 40 25 21

Typical cable loading information in line with wiring regulation BS 7671 (45% CSA Fill)

STANDARDS - ELITE Compact Trunking system meets and exceeds the requirements for:  

BS6701, ISO/IEC11801(ED2.0 Amd 2) and Cenelec (BSEN50173 Part 1/2, BSEN50174-2) BS4678 Pt 4, BS7671 (IEE regs)

dimensions and cable capacities
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elite compact trunking
accessories

MEC3F MEC3T MEC3I

MTDDA1 (BL-CH-LG)

MEC3E

MTDDA2 (BL-CH-LG)

MEC3JMEC3C

MEC3SD MEC3SDE

MEC3

MTLS
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elite compact trunking
accessories

CODE DESCRIPTION PACK SIZE

MEC3 Marco ELITE compact Trunking 145 x 50mm 2 x 3m

MEC3F Flat angle 1

MEC3T Flat tee 1

MEC3I Internal adjustable angle 1

MEC3E External adjustable angle 1

MEC3C End cap 2

MEC3J Joint cover 5

MEC3SD Steel screen divider 4 x 1.5m

MEC3SDE ELITE compact external angle screening divider 1

MTDDA1 (BL-CH-LG) Coloured back plate 1-gang 10

MTDDA2 (BL-CH-LG) Coloured back plate 2-gang 10

MTLS Accessory spacer 10

MEC3TOA Take off adaptor 1

MEC3RCDH
RCD/MCB DIN rail housing  
(includes: hinged cover, mounting frame, mounting bracket, 

Marco locking mechanism available)

1

MTSB1 Socket mounting box 35mm 1-gang 10

MTSB1-4 Socket mounting box 35mm 1-gang 4 pillar 10

MTSB1-25 Socket mounting box 25mm 1-gang 10

MTSB1-25-4 Socket mounting box 25mm 1-gang 4 pillar 10

MTSB1-F 1-gang socket mounting frame 10

MTSB2 Socket mounting box 35mm 2-gang 10

MTSB2-25 Socket mounting box 25mm 2-gang 10

MTSB2-F 2-gang socket mounting frame 10

SECURITY FITTINGS
Please add suffix - SF to the standard 
catalogue number

MEC3RCDH

MTSB1, MTSB1-4,  
MTSB1-25, MTSB1-25-4

MTSB2

MTSB1-F

MTSB2-F SECURITY FITTINGS

MEC3TOA


